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Sea ice information obtained from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images is crucial for
ensuring safe marine navigation and supporting climate change studies in polar
regions. We propose a kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) local texture
feature model for efficient sea ice segmentation. The proposed KPCA texture feature
model is significant for several reasons. First, it takes into account the multiplicative
nature of SAR speckle noise. The resulting KPCA features therefore assume independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian-like noise, which satisfies the assumptions inherent in classical statistical models such as the k-means algorithm. Second, the
KPCA features are compact and statistically independent and therefore capable of
reducing data redundancy. Third, the KPCA texture features are discriminative.
Finally, the extraction of KPCA features requires less computation. Based on the
KPCA model, a segmentation scheme is implemented in four steps. First, local
patch-based texture descriptors are extracted from the image. Second, KPCA is
performed on the patch-based texture descriptors to obtain compact and discriminative
texture features with Gaussian-like noise characteristics. Third, the k-means algorithm
is performed on extracted KPCA features to segment the image. Finally, a neighbourhood-based majority voting scheme is employed to determine the final label of each
pixel. We compared the proposed method with several other popular sea ice segmentation approaches. The results demonstrated that our method is robust to speckle noise
level, is accurate and fast and may thus better support the operational segmentation of
sea ice in SAR imagery.

1. Introduction
Space-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR), due to its ability to cover large inaccessible
areas without being affected by weather conditions or sunlight illumination, provides a
powerful tool for sea ice monitoring, which is crucial for ensuring safe marine navigation
and supporting climate change studies in polar regions. The RADARSAT-1 and -2 satellites
have been the primary source of data for sea ice monitoring. At the Canadian Ice Service
(CIS), the operational interpretation of SAR sea ice images relies on human operators to
manually process a great number of image scenes annually. The sea ice charts, as the final
product, label each identified region with an ‘egg code’ (see Figure 3), which indicates sea
ice information (e.g. the type, concentration, stage of development, and floe size). This
visual interpretation of SAR sea ice images, although capable of incorporating human
knowledge and experiences, is very demanding because of the vast number of daily sea ice
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observations. Hence, the designing of automatic programs that are capable of accurately
and time-efficiently discerning the types and extent of sea ice is urgently needed. Although
multichannel polarimetric SAR sensors have been used for sea ice segmentation (Rivas and
Stoffelen 2011; Swan and Long 2012), they have not been used for operational sea ice
monitoring. Single polarization SAR images collected by RADARSAT-1 and -2 ScanSAR
beam mode are in the operational line of sea ice monitoring at CIS (Ochilov and Clausi
2012). We therefore focus on single polarization SAR images.
Although different sea ice types assume different grey tone values in SAR images, the
complex sea ice physics and ever-changing ocean environment, as well as the numerous
sensor parameters, cause large within-class grey tone variation. This significant withinclass variation imposes a fundamental challenge for the automatic techniques for sea ice
image segmentation. Current algorithms for SAR sea ice image segmentation can be
categorized as pixel-based and texture-based. The former clusters pixels based on grey
tone values, e.g. local thresholding (Havercamp, Soh, and Tsatsoulis 1993), Gamma
(Samadani 1995), and Gaussian (Karvonen 2004) mixture models and k-means clustering
(Redmund, Long, and Drinkwater 1998). Because of the sensitivity of single pixels to
speckle noise, these methods always produce many artefacts. The suppression of speckle
noise using denoising methods (Lee 1980; Frost et al. 1982; Kuan et al. 1985), however,
will introduce new problems, such as blurring of the ice boundaries, which serve as
important information to delineate sea ice.
As opposed to using single pixels, the texture-based approaches use texture features
for segmentation, which are linear or nonlinear functions of neighbouring pixels, e.g.
variation (Burns, Kasischke, and Nuesch 1982; Heolbaek-Hansen et al. 1989), grey-level
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) (Haralick, Shanmugam, and Dinstein 1973; Shuchman
et al. 1989; Baraldi and Parmiggiani 1995; Barber and Ledrew 1991; Soh and Tsatsoulis
1999; Clausi 2002), Markov random fields (MRF) (Deng and Clausi 2005) and Gabor
filter (Clausi 2001). Compared with the pixel-based approach, these methods are less
sensitive to within-class variation. However, because of the vast number of individual
texture features and their different characteristics, it is difficult to select the best group of
features for the current task at hand. Moreover, most texture-based approaches are
computationally intensive, thus are not suitable for operational use. This article therefore
aims to explore a sea ice segmentation technique that is both efficient and accurate.
This article presents a fast and accurate approach for efficient segmentation of SAR
sea ice images based on a kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) local texture
feature model. A SAR image patch stack is formed by extracting an image patch for each
pixel in the image. KPCA features are then extracted from the patch stack to feed into the
k-means clustering algorithm for SAR sea ice image segmentation. The proposed KPCA
texture feature model is significant for several reasons. First, it takes into consideration the
multiplicative nature of the SAR speckle noise. The resulting KPCA features assume
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian-like noise, which is compatible
with the assumptions of most popular statistical models such as the k-means method.
Second, the KPCA features are compact and statistically independent and thus capable of
reducing the data redundancy. Third, the KPCA local texture features are discriminative.
KPCA works in a totally data-driven manner and seeks to reveal the ‘best’ texture patterns
that produce the largest variation across different classes. Finally, the extraction of KPCA
features requires less computation than other texture features such as GLCM. Moreover,
KPCA features are compatible with the k-means algorithm, which is also very fast. Given
these theoretical advantages, the segmentation scheme based on KPCA is both effective
and time-efficient, thus may better support the operational segmentation of sea ice.
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2. Theoretical background and motivation
In this article, we denote the discrete lattice spanned by a SAR sea ice image by N and a
site in the lattice by t 2 N. We represent the image patch centred at site t by yt, a
p-dimensional random vector that takes on different greyscale values, and the label of
site t by lt, a random variable that takes on one of the classes in the set f1; . . . ; K g. Then
the SAR sea ice image can be denoted as Y = {yt jt 2 N } and the labels of this image as
l ¼ flt jt 2 N g. For SAR sea ice segmentation, we are trying to infer l based on Y, which
can be formulated as a maximum likelihood problem based on a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). We express the image patch in class lt ¼ i (i = 1 … K) as:
yit ¼ μi þ ni ;

(1)

n
o
 
T
P nit ¼ ð2π Þp=2 jΛi j1=2 exp 1=2nit Λi 1 nit ;

(2)

n
 

T

o
P yit ¼ ð2π Þp=2 jΛi j1=2 exp 1=2 yit  μi Λi 1 yit  μi ;

(3)

where P stands for probability, μi and ni are, respectively, the mean value and noise for
class i, and Λi is the covariance matrix of ni . Assuming that image patches are independent, the optimal l can be estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood of Y.
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Since image patches yt characterize the spatial relationship of local pixels, using image
patches instead of individual pixels would allow better representation of texture patterns
and thus be more capable of resisting the influence of speckle noise. However, the
drawbacks of using yt lie in the fact that yt assumes a high level of noise, high
dimensionality, and that yt itself may not reveal the most discriminative texture patterns.
Therefore, one essential issue for sea ice segmentation is to explore the most compact and
discriminative texture features as model input. Many texture features as linear or nonlinear
transformations of yt have been used instead of yt , as in the GLCM (Haralick,
Shanmugam, and Dinstein 1973; Clausi 2002) and Gabor filter (Clausi 2001) methods,
for example. However, because of the huge degree of variability in these texture features
and their varying characteristics, it is difficult to select the best group of features for the
current task at hand. Moreover, it is difficult to predict the statistical distribution of texture
features. In Section 3.2, we present a KPCA model to extract compact and discriminative
texture features with Gaussian-like noise characteristics. We illustrate that the proposed
KPCA local texture features assume some meaningful characteristics that benefit sea ice
segmentation.
Another essential issue in probabilistic sea ice segmentation is to ensure that the
distribution of ni satisfies the assumptions of the clustering model employed. In this
article, we use the k-means algorithm as a special case of Equation (4) for sea ice
segmentation. While the k-means algorithm is simple and fast, it imposes a strict assumption on ni . Nevertheless, in Section 3.3, we prove that the KPCA features well satisfy the
k-means assumption about noise distribution. Therefore, theoretically speaking, the performance of the k-means algorithm can be optimized.
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3. Kernel principal component analysis texture model
In this section, we first briefly introduce the KPCA approach. Then we explain the
extraction of texture features based on the KPCA approach as well as the interpretation
of the extracted features. Finally, we explore the compatibility of KPCA texture features
with the k-means algorithm.

3.1. Kernel principal component analysis
Similar to classic principal component analysis (PCA), the KPCA approach intends to
obtain a series of orthogonal directions that explain most of the data variance. However,
KPCA works in nonlinear feature space rather than the original space (Schölkopf, Smola,
and Müller 1998). As such, the KPCA is supposed to be more powerful in terms of
discovering meaningful patterns hidden in the data-set. The nonlinear transformation is
achieved by a mapping function ΦðÞ that maps the original space to feature space. Then
KPCA can be achieved by performing classic PCA in nonlinear feature space.
Alternatively, KPCA can be implemented by using the kernel function without explicitly
exploring the form of mapping function (Schölkopf, Smola, and Müller 1998). The
purpose of this approach is mainly to avoid the complexity of nonlinear mapping operation. In this article, we adopt the logarithmic function as the mapping function to take into
consideration the multiplicative nature of SAR speckle noise. And we employ the mapping function instead of the kernel function, considering that the mapping function here is
not complex and does not increase the dimensionality of the data.

3.2. KPCA local texture features
Texture features are usually predefined linear or nonlinear transformations of original
image pixels. However, instead of using these predefined texture features, we design a set
of totally data-driven local texture features based on the KPCA technique. These adaptive
features are capable of revealing meaningful information hidden in image patches, while
achieving Gaussian-like noise characteristics.
Assuming that the speckle noise is fully developed, a SAR image patch variable can
be modelled as (Hoekman 2001):
~
x2~
xp~
n1 ;~
n2 ; . . . ;~
np ÞT ;
y ¼ ð~
x1~

(5)

ni are, respectively, the terrain backscatter intensity and the speckle intensity
where ~
xi and ~
ni are
of the ith pixel in image patch. For fully developed speckle noise, ~
xi and ~
independent and ~
ni is spatially uncorrelated. Accordingly, we denote the SAR image as
a collection of all the image patches and by a data matrix:
~ ¼ ½~
Y
y1 ;~
y2 ; . . . ;~
yN  T ;

(6)

where ~
yt ðt 2 N Þ represents the tth patch, which is obtained by placing a small square
window at the tth pixel (Figure 1). Essentially, the proposed KPCA model seeks linear
PCA directions in nonlinearly transformed feature space instead of the original space. The
transformation can be achieved by a nonlinear mapping function Φð~
yÞ. To account for the
multiplicative nature of SAR speckle noise, in this article, we define:
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Illustration of patch acquisition in SAR sea ice image.

Φð~
yÞ ¼ logð~
yÞ;

(7)

where logð~
yÞ represents taking the logarithm of each element of ~
y. Suppose Φð~
yÞ has been
centralized, the covariance matrix in feature space is then
C ¼ 1=N

N
X

yt Þ;
Φð~
yt ÞΦT ð~

(8)

t¼1

Note that C is a p  p matrix, because the mapping function Φð~
yÞ does not change the
dimensionality of ~
y. The KPCA can be achieved by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on the covariance matrix in feature space:
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where element Cab of C represents the covariance between the two pixels at positions a
and b in the image in feature space. So C provides a statistical description of the
relationships between pixels in the SAR image. Pixels that do not belong to the same
patch are considered uncorrelated. Hence, the size of the patch determines the scale of
spatial patterns that can be described. Generally speaking, a bigger-sized patch considers
longer-range correlations and hence is more capable of capturing larger-scale textural
patterns in the SAR image. However, for SAR sea ice images, which do not have strong
texture patterns, a small patch-size (e.g. 3  3) is sufficient.
The p  1 vectors fwj gðj ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ denote mutually orthogonal PCA directions of
sequentially
largest variances in feature space. The KPCA texture features
 
zj ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ can be obtained by projecting the patches stack onto the PCA
directions:
 
~ wj ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ:
zj ¼ Φ Y

(10)

 
The resulting variables zj ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ are called principal components (PCs),
whose variances are represented by fλi gði ¼ 1; . . . ; pÞ. As discussed in Section 3.1, while
we adopt the mapping function for obtaining KPCA features, it is equivalent to follow the
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approach
Smola, and Müller (1998) by using the kernel function

 presented in Schölkopf,

T
k ~
yt ;~
yq ¼ logð~
yq , where yt and yq represents two patch variables.
yt Þlog ~
The above-described KPCA texture features assume several interesting characteristics
that are of help in sea ice segmentation.
● The features admit Gaussian-like noise with stable variance. Although most statistical methods, e.g. PCA, k-means and GMM, require symmetrically distributed
noise with a constant noise level, this requirement cannot be satisfied in the case of
SAR imagery. Because of its multiplicative nature, the speckle noise renders the
variance of ~
y unstable across the image, and the data distribution ‘heavy-tailed’.
Nevertheless, the KPCA features solve this problem by adopting a mapping function that maps the original domain into the logarithmic domain:
y ¼ Φð~
yÞ ¼ x þ n;

●

●

●

●

(11)

where x and n are, respectively, the terrain backscatter intensity and speckle
intensity in an image patch in the logarithmic domain. After being mapped nonlinearly into the logarithmic domain, the probability density function (PDF) of n is
close to a Gaussian distribution, and the mean and variance of n do not change
across the image (Hoekman 2001). Therefore, we can approximately treat n as
Gaussian noise with zero mean and isotropic variance matrix, Ip σ 2 , where Ip
denotes the p  p identity matrix. Not only does the distribution of n satisfy the
assumptions implicit in the PCA model (Tipping and Bishop 1999), it also enables
the resulting KPCA features to optimize the k-means algorithm, as proved in
Section 3.2.
The features are discriminative. The KPCA texture features are linear projections of
image patches onto the leading principal axes. Since the principal axes reveal the
largest variations in patch stack, the corresponding PCs therefore amount to linear
texture patterns that reflect the greatest variations between different sea ice types.
The subspace with the largest variance is very likely to be the subspace where sea
ice classes demonstrate their differences. Suppose that texture patterns are similar
within a certain class, but are different for different classes. Then the KPCA’s goal
of seeking subspaces with large variances will naturally drive it to find the
subspaces that are capable of revealing between-class variations, instead of subspaces revealing within-class variations.
The features are compact. In the KPCA domain, the signal is mainly captured by
several leading PCs, while the last PCs are primarily due to noise. Therefore,
dimension reduction can be achieved by preserving several leading PCs as texture
features.
The features are adaptive. For the Gabor filter and GLCM, it is always a hard task
to select relevant texture features from all the available ones. However, it is not the
case for the KPCA features, because they are totally data-driven and capable of
automatically adapting to the ‘best’ transformations of the pixel values.
Because of the orthogonal constraint, the KPCA features reflect mutually independent information and thus are capable of reducing information redundancy.

Therefore, the KPCA local texture features are powerful for sea ice segmentation. While
in this article, we adopt KPCA features to feed the k-means algorithm, it is also promising
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to combine them with other clustering or classification techniques for SAR sea ice
monitoring.
3.3. The compatibility of KPCA texture features with the k-means algorithm
The KPCA technique is performed on the image patches to obtain a set of compact texture
features. We then employ the k-means algorithm on the extracted KPCA texture features
for sea ice segmentation. Hence, one essential issue is to ensure the compatibility of
KPCA features with the k-means model. In the following, we prove that the k-means
algorithm is a special case of the expectation maximization (EM) solution to Equation (4)
and that KPCA features satisfy the assumptions of the k-means algorithm.
Following the typical formulation of the EM algorithm, we express Equation (4) as
(
^l ¼ argmin
l

N
X
t¼1

"
Rit

K
X

#)



T
lnpðlt ¼ iÞ þ lnjΛi j1=2 þ 1=2 yit  μi Λi 1 yit  μi
:


i¼1

(12)

As we can see, if Λi ¼ σ 2 I (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; KÞ, classes are equally likely, and Rit is
deterministic assignment, Equation (12) degrades to the object function of the k-means
algorithm:
(
^l ¼ argmin
l

N X
K 
X

yit



T 
μi yit



)

μ  :
i

(13)

t¼1 i¼1

Therefore, as it is a special case of the GMM, the k-means algorithm implicitly
assumes that the noise follows an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, to implement
the k-means algorithm in our study, it is necessary to explore whether the noise in KPCA
features satisfies the i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. We prove that this condition is, indeed,
satisfied in the following.
In logarithmic feature space, following Equation (11), we express the centralized patch
variable as
y ¼ x þ n;

(14)

where y ¼ ½y1 ; y2 ;    ; yp T , x ¼ ½x1 ; x2 ;    ; xp T , and n ¼ ½n1 ; n2 ; . . . ; np T . Based on
Equation (11), n roughly satisfies i.i.d. Gaussian distribution with variance matrix σ 2 Ip .
Since x and n are independent for fully developed speckle noise, we can get
S y ¼ S x þ σ 2 Ip ;

(15)

where Sy and Sx denote, respectively, the covariance matrices of y and x. The PCA
analysis can be achieved by performing SVD on Sx .
Sx ¼ WSWT ;

(16)
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where the matrix W is a matrix whose column
 vectors
 represent the PCA bases with
sequentially largest variances, and S ¼ diag s1 ; . . . ; sp is a diagonal matrix with the
diagonal elements being the variances of the PCs. Then, we have
2

s1 þ σ 2
6
..
T
2
T
Sy ¼ WSW þ σ WW ¼ W4
.
0


..
.


3

0
..
.

7 T
5W :

sp þ σ

(17)

2

So we can see, Sx and Sy share the same PCA bases. As in Equation (10), the texture
features can be obtained by projecting the image patch onto PCA bases:
z ¼ WT y ¼ WT x þ WT n ¼ zx þ zn ;

(18)

where zx ¼ WT x and zn ¼ WT n stand, respectively, for the signal and noise parts in
texture features z. Denote the variance matrix of z by Sz :
2

s1
6 ..
Sz ¼ Szx þ Szn ¼ 4 .
0

3 2
 0
σ2
..
.. 7 6 ..
. . 5þ4 .
0
   sp


..
.


3
0
.. 7
. 5:
σ2

(19)

Since Szn ¼ σ 2 I, the assumption that the k-means algorithm makes about the noise
distribution can be well satisfied. Although this property could not guarantee the convergence of the k-means algorithm to a global minimum, it provides theoretical assurance
that the k-means performance can be optimized.

4. Sea ice segmentation based on KPCA texture features
In this section, we first introduce the data set adopted in this study. We then introduce the
complete segmentation scheme. Each step in the segmentation scheme is illustrated and
the tuning of parameters discussed.

4.1. Data set
An HH-polarization RADARSAT-2 image comprising several sea ice types located off
the coast of Newfoundland, a Canadian island province, was provided by the CIS for
this study. The image was acquired in ScanSAR Wide beam mode at 22:29:36 UTC on
16 March 2009. Given the large size (7291 pixels  7296 pixels) of the original
image scene (see Figure 2), a subset of 684 pixels  544 pixels was used for fast
processing (see Figure 4).
To evaluate segmentation results, it is important to know accurately the location and
extent of different sea ice types. The CIS website provides daily regional ice charts,
which provide a series of egg codes, indicating the sea ice concentrations, stages of
development, and form of the ice for each segment of sea ice-covered regions. Figure 3
shows the daily regional ice-chart covering the study area. By carefully interpreting the
egg codes for each segment of the study area, we found two sea ice types in Figure 4,
i.e. the grey ice with a thickness of 10–15 cm and medium thick first-year ice with a
thickness of 70–120 cm. Nevertheless, the ice-chart could not provide accurate spatial
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Figure 2. RADARSAT-2 image (7291 pixels  7296 pixels) covering the sea area nearby the
Island of Newfoundland in Canada, ScanSAR Wide beam mode, HH polarization, taken at 22:29:36
on 16 March 2009.

information concerning sea ice distribution on the specific date that the image was
acquired. Therefore, prior knowledge regarding the physical properties of different sea
ice types should be utilized for interpreting the SAR sea ice image shown in Figure 3.
Sea ice backscatter in SAR imagery depends primarily on the surface roughness and the
dielectric constant of sea ice or open seawater (Carsey 1992). Generally speaking, a
rougher surface enables more radiation to be backscattered to the sensor, causing
brighter appearance in SAR imagery. The dielectric constant of sea ice decreases as
the degree of salinity decreases. Lower dielectric constant generally causes stronger
backscatter. This implies that thicker sea ice tends to assume brighter colour due to its
lower salinity, and new or fresh sea ice appears darker in the image because of the
relatively higher dielectric constant. Based on the above prior knowledge, we identify
three main classes in Figure 4. First, because of higher backscatter return, the area
marked with the circle indicates relatively thicker ice, possibly being medium-thick
first-year ice with a thickness of 70–120 cm. Second, the diamond area indicates fresh/
thin ice, possibly being grey ice with a thickness of 10–15 cm, considering the observed
lower backscatter return. Third, the dark areas marked by the rectangle probably
correspond to seawater, because seawater is assumed to have high salinity and also a
smooth surface (under relatively calm conditions), and therefore tends to reflect most of
radiation away from the SAR sensor by specular reflection when the wind speed is low.
The above interpretation helps us to obtain labels for all the pixels in Figure 4, which
enables us to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms under consideration.

4.2. Complete segmentation algorithm
By using KPCA and the k-means algorithm as building blocks, a coherent scheme for
SAR sea ice segmentation can be assembled. Since the proposed segmentation scheme is
primarily based on a KPCA local texture feature model, we refer to it as KPCA. Based on
Equations (18) and (19), it is feasible to combine the KPCA texture features with other
advanced statistical techniques, e.g. MRF and GMM. Nevertheless, our adoption of the
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Figure 3. Daily regional ice-chart (for 16 March 2009) covering the study area.
Note: In this figure, the egg codes, i.e. the oval symbols, contain ice information of different regions,
i.e. concentrations, stages of development (age), and form (floe size) of ice.

k-means algorithm is mainly based on considerations of its simplicity and speed. Figure 5
shows the flow chart of the proposed segmentation scheme. We discuss the detailed
implementation of each step in the following.
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Figure 4.

Subset taken from the sea ice region (684 pixels  544 pixels).

Figure 5.

The flowchart of the proposed segmentation scheme.
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4.2.1. Obtaining patch stack
The patch stack in Equation (6) is produced by extracting an image patch for each pixel in
the image. One important issue is to determine the patch size. As discussed in Section 3.2,
large-sized patches are more capable of capturing large-scale spatial patterns. However,
large patches tend to erase detailed information at boundary areas. Since sea ice in SAR
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images is generally devoid of strong texture patterns, we suggest that a small patch size
(e.g. 3  3) is sufficient.

4.2.2. Extracting KPCA texture features
Given a patch stack, we extract KPCA texture features by using Equations (7)–(10). Since
the first few PCs account for most of the data variance and the last few PCs are mainly
due to noise, we want to adopt the first C PCs from Equation (10) that correspond to
scene signals as features extracted. We employ the popular approach whereby C is
determined by setting a threshold that corresponds to the first few C PCs explaining a
particular percentage of the variation. We therefore select the first C PCs that account for
80% of the total variance.

4.2.3. k-Means clustering
Based on the KPCA features, we implement the k-means algorithm to segment the sea ice
image. The determination of the number of modalities existing in the data set is still an
open issue. While it can be treated as a model selection problem and solved by optimizing
a certain criterion, searching for the best solution requires a lot of computation. For SAR
sea ice image segmentation, we can obtain some prior information from the sea ice chart.
The egg codes indicate the number of sea ice types present in a particular region. So in
this article, we assume that the number of classes is already known.
k-Means clustering is very sensitive to initial parameter values. Poor assignment of
initial parameters will produce a long convergence time. Good assignment, on the other
hand, not only reduces computation time, but also increases the opportunity to approach
the global optimum. Considering that the first PC provides a contiguous membership
indicator for k-means (Ding and He 2004), we sort the first PC and then split the sorted
PC values evenly into K groups. We use the mean values of the K groups as estimates of
the initial class centres.

4.2.4. Outlier compensation via neighbourhood-based majority voting scheme
Although KPCA features are capable of resisting speckle noise, a certain amount of
misclassification still happens because of inhomogeneous phenomena, e.g. ridges and
rims (Shokr 1991). To further eliminate the artefacts from the segmentation results, we
refine the labels produced by the k-means algorithm by removing such outlier anomalies.
Since the artefacts are very small in size, the labels of the artefacts are different from the
labels of the background. Accordingly, we can remove artefacts by forcing their labels to
be the same as the majority labels in a local neighbourhood. In other words, the label of a
pixel t is determined by the majority voting of its neighbouring pixels, g fgjg 2 N ðt Þ}.
 
lt ¼ mode lg :
g2Nðt Þ

(20)

The size of the neighbourhood N ðt Þ should be determined according to the size of the
artefacts to be removed. In this article, we denote the size of neighbourhood by M.
According to our experiments, M = 49 (7  7) achieved very good results.
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5. Results and discussion
In this section, the results achieved by the proposed method are reported and discussed in
comparison with several other popular methods. Before reporting the results on real SAR
images, we first examine the results on simulated SAR sea ice images, where clean
images with ice-like grey tones were degraded by speckle noise. In simulated study, the
clean images were used as ground truth to produce numerical measures for performance
evaluation. For real SAR images, the evaluation of segmentation result was by visual
interpretation based on prior knowledge and ice-chart concerning sea ice types and their
spatial distributions.

5.1. Results on simulated images
One clean image (Figure 6(a)) was degraded by speckle noise that satisfied a square root
Gamma distribution (Xie, Pierce, and Ulaby 2002). Simulated images with different noise
levels measured by equivalent number of looks (ENL) were used to feed segmentation
methods in order to examine their robustness to varying noise levels.
On simulated sea ice images, we compared the proposed method with three popular
methods, i.e. Gamma mixture (Samadani 1995), GLCM (Clausi and Yue 2004) and an
MRF-based technique (Deng and Clausi 2005). For the MRF-based method, we adopted
the grey tone values as features, used 150 EM iterations and 10,000 simulated-annealing
iterations. For GLCM, we used 12 features (i.e. entropy, dissimilarity and correlation in
four directions), 64 quantization levels, and a patch size of 15 pixels  15 pixels.
Figure 6 provides the segmentation results achieved by different algorithms when
ENL = 4. It suggests that the proposed method outperformed the other three techniques.
As we can see, the Gamma mixture approach produced intense artefacts, because of the
sensitivity of single pixels to speckle noise. The GLCM and MRF methods, although
better at resisting the influence of speckle noise, produced certain misclassifications. For

Figure 6. Simulated image segmented by different techniques, (a) true image, (b) image with
speckle noise (L = 4), and images segmented by (c) Gamma mixture, (d) GLCM, (e) MRF, and (f)
KPCA.
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Plot of OA as a function of noise level as measured by the ENL.

example, GLCM failed to delineate the boundaries accurately; MRF also failed to provide
smooth boundaries. KPCA nevertheless produced segmentation results that were very
similar to the true image.
We adopt the overall accuracy (OA) measure for quantitative evaluation of the results.
The OA is calculated as the ratio of the number of pixels that are correctly classified to the
total number of pixels. Figure 7 shows the OA of different algorithms as a function of
noise level measured by ENL. As we can see, the values of OA for the KPCA are higher
than for all the other methods. As the noise level increases, the performance of the
Gamma mixture method deteriorates sharply, while the MRF produces relatively stable
results. It is remarkable that the OA of the GLCM increased slightly with the increase in
noise level. This is probably because the performance of GLCM relies on strong textural
patterns, which tend to be present when speckle noise is abundant. In contrast, KPCA
produced stable OA values for a range of different noise levels, indicating that KPCA is
not sensitive to speckle noise.

5.2. Results using RADARSAT-2 SAR images
We first ran the KPCA on a large image of 684 pixels  544 pixels (Figure 4) to test the
speed and accuracy. The results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. We then tested KPCA on
three sub-images of the image shown in Figure 4 to compare with other algorithms. In this
experiment, we replaced the Gamma mixture method with the k-means method
(Redmund, Long, and Drinkwater 1998), and used the same parameter values as in the
simulated study. Moreover, we implemented a so-called log k-means algorithm that
transforms SAR images into the logarithmic domain before performing k-means clustering. The results are shown in Figures 10–12, and the summary of image information is
shown in Table 1.
The results for the real SAR images are consistent with the results of the simulation.
We can extract the following conclusions based on the results. First, KPCA can effectively
resist the influence of speckle noise, while at the same time discriminate between different
sea ice types very accurately. For example, Figure 9 suggests that KPCA can precisely
delineate sea ice boundaries. Moreover, although it is challenging to identify small
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Figure 8. RADARSAT-2 images (684 pixels × 544 pixels) with three sea ice types segmented
using the proposed KPCA algorithm. Under the MATLAB platform, it took 1.77 s to process this
image on a PC with an Intel® 2.40 GHZ Quad-Core processor.

Figure 9.

The KPCA segmentation results overlaid on the original SAR image (Figure 9).

classes, i.e. seawater in Figure 11 and 12, KPCA delineated seawater areas accurately.
Another powerful model, MRF, although performing quite well, as shown in Figure 11,
confused seawater with some grey ice, as shown in Figure 12.
Second, compared with GLCM, KPCA is more effective at discriminating different
sea ice types and delineating ice boundaries. For example, in Figure 10, where GLCM
misclassified the sharp boundary areas, KPCA, however, accurately delineated these
boundaries. Moreover, in Figures 11 and 12, where GLCM failed to discriminate different
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Figure 10. RADARSAT-2 images with two sea ice types labelled using each of the segmentation
techniques. (a) Original image and images labelled using (b) k-means (c) log k-means, (d) GLCM,
(e) MRF, and (f) KPCA techniques.

Figure 11. RADARSAT-2 images with three sea ice types labelled using each of the segmentation
techniques. (a) Original image and images labelled using (b) k-means (c) log k-means, (d) GLCM,
(e) MRF, and (f) KPCA techniques.
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Figure 12. RADARSAT-2 images with three sea ice types labelled using each of the segmentation
techniques. (a) Original image and images labelled using (b) k-means (c) log k-means and (d)
GLCM, (e) MRF, and (f) KPCA techniques.

ice types, KPCA identified them accurately. We attribute the better performances of
KPCA over GLCM to the following facts. (i) GLCM produces predefined texture features,
which means that GLCM features are obtained in a prescribed manner. Accordingly, it is
not able to adjust the transformation based on the characteristics of the current data set. On
the other hand, KPCA is innately adaptive, where the coefficients of PCs are determined
in a data-driven manner. KPCA is therefore more capable of discriminating between
different sea ice types by adjusting its transformation to the textural characteristics of
the current data set. To illustrate this, Figure 13 shows the histograms of the first KPCA
component. It suggests that the first PC is already capable of revealing the modalities that
were once hidden in the within-class variation. (ii) Unlike GLCM features whose statistical properties are complex and unpredictable, the KPCA features assume i.i.d. symmetric
noise, which is more compatible with classical statistical clustering models, such as kmeans. (iii) In contrast to GLCM, which relies on very large image patches, e.g.
15 pixels  15 pixels, KPCA performs very well based on small-sized patches, e.g.
3 pixels  3 pixels, thus is more capable of preserving sea ice boundaries.
Table 1.

Summary of tested images.

Test site
Figures 8 and 9
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12

Size (pixels)
684
256
256
256

×
×
×
×

544
256
256
256

Number of sea ice types
3
2
3
3

(Grey
(Grey
(Grey
(Grey

sea
sea
sea
sea

ice,
ice,
ice,
ice,

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

first-year
first-year
first-year
first-year

sea-ice & sea water)
sea-ice)
sea-ice & sea water)
sea-ice & sea water)
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Figure 13. (a)–(c) are the histograms of three test images shown as Figures 10(a), 11(a), and 12(a),
and (d)–(f) are the corresponding histograms for the first KPCA component.

Third, logarithmic projection should be adopted as a pre-processing step for SAR sea
ice image segmentation in general. Most statistical methods, e.g. PCA, k-means, and
GMM, rely on symmetrically distributed noise with a constant noise level. However, this
requirement cannot be satisfied in the case of SAR imagery, where the multiplicative
speckle noise assumes a ‘heavy-tailed’ distribution with unstable variance. Nevertheless,
after mapping nonlinearly into the logarithmic domain, the PDF of the speckle noise is
close to having a Gaussian distribution, with a constant mean and variance (Hoekman
2001). This conclusion is confirmed by experiments. For example, in Figures 10–12,
where the classical k-means method confused seawater with grey ice, the log k-means
method, which works in the logarithmic domain, demonstrated better separation of
different sea ice types.
Last, KPCA is much more computationally efficient than other advanced algorithms,
such as GLCM and MRF. All the algorithms were implemented in MATLAB and ran on a
PC with an Intel® 2.40 GHZ Quad-Core processor. It is impressive that KPCA took only
1.77 s to process a large image (i.e. Figure 4) that consisted of 684 pixels  544 pixels.
Moreover, to process a 256 pixel × 256 pixel sub-image, it took k-means, KPCA, GLCM
and MRF 0.038 s, 0.199 s, 113.090 s, and 5049.462 s, respectively.

6. Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a KPCA local texture feature model for fast and accurate
SAR sea ice image segmentation. We performed KPCA on the image patches to extract
compact and discriminative texture features with Gaussian-like noise characteristics.
These KPCA texture features are totally data-driven and capable of revealing betweenclass variations. Moreover, since the noise in KPCA features follows an i.i.d. Gaussian
distribution, KPCA features are comparable with the k-means algorithm. The combined
use of KPCA features and the k-means algorithm constitutes a coherent and powerful
scheme for SAR sea ice segmentation. To remove the artefacts from the segmented image,
we proposed to refine the results of k-means using a neighbourhood-based majority voting
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scheme. We compared our segmentation scheme with several other popular methods (i.e.
k-means, Gamma mixture, GLCM, and MRF) using both simulated SAR images and
RADARSAT-2 sea ice images. The results were evaluated by both visual interpretation
and quantitative measures and suggested that KPCA achieved higher accuracy than the
other techniques referred to. Moreover, KPCA achieved very high time-efficiency, thus
may better support the operational segmentation of sea ice.
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